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11"/,11y iVor(/)d, produced at the Bow and Arrow Press in 1990, marks a
istory (?f

departure for the poet and book artist Joh;mna Drucker (b. 1952). 1 Earlier
books by Drucker such as T7iroughL("?llfa11dthe Alplrnbct ( 1986) and 17,e n'ord 2\!adc
Flesh (1989) concentrate on lettristic and verbal play, and belong, broadly speaking, to concrete poetry. 2 In the more recent book, experimental typography gives
way to the collage or assemblage of found materials from the Bow and Arrow
printshop-old
photographs,
magazine illustrations, advertisements-with
an
elaborately constructed "epic" plot and fragments of the poet's autobiography. 3
Despite its elegant constructivist rice-paper cover, bearing the book's punning title
in huge black letters and the iv, even bigger, in red, History with its double-page
layout is reminiscent of nothing so much as a high school yearbook of the World
War II era-but
a yearbook that, on closer inspection, turns the safe, male-dominated world that is its subject matter upside down, even as it parodies our contemporary habits of memorializing that world.
Consider the title page (figure 1).+To a child, the "word" and the ''world" are
the same, and "lily wor(l)d" is equivalent to "'the wor(l)d." The nondescript photograph at bottom left of a smiling, "pleasant" young woman, carrying the caption,
"a.k.a.-p.o.v.''
("also known as"-''point
of view''), indicates what is to come.
How we regard our histories, the text suggests, is a question of point of view. Thus
a model of a classical Greek temple (caption r, upper right) is labelled "original
sin," while the second and adjacent illustration, which depicts the same temple but
with a second story added, is labelled "classical fom1." The first time we meet a
new fom1, that is to say, we regard it as a transgression of the space we know, a
kind of original sin; the second time, it has already achieved the status of a classic.
The "fragments of a testimonial to history" that follow illustrate the power of
cultural memory, intersected as it is by the artist's own "p.o.v." The main text, in
oversize black letters and continuous from beginning to end, presents in mockI
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Biblical style (with A1radiscList, 77rcGardc11(:(Earthly Dc/~1;/,rs,
and other references
thrown in) the history of the world from Genesis to the present. "In the beginning
was the world," we read in the opening two-page spread (figure 2), "nursed on the
warm breast of chaos fast following a night of hard publicity" (pp. 2-3). This text,
in 48-point Caslon, is bisected and framed at the bottom by two !mes of 14-point
red print, analogous to the ''parent" text but less public and more personal, even
sexual: "Soft, fast, slmv time takes its first breath following the initial explosion,
making light into a face swaddled in warmth and letters. Our earth took us to heart
and mind in the intellectual embrace of a cool companionship" (pp. 2-3). 5
()n rhe pcr'ion ..il or sexuJl di1rn:n..;ion of Drucker\ red
text, 'ice the excerpt fron1 her letter of!v1.xy -l, 1990 ro thr

author: ""The mk of the red r,·xt is .
"The Fksh MJdc
W"rd''" (Perloff. Radicd/ .1ru/irc. p. 235. n 2<JJ.
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The "f1ce" that is literally "swaddled in warmth and letters" here is that of the
drum IIUJorette on the right, bearing the caption, "The all-American dream girl:
long-legged, blue-eyed, blonde and a huntress, a muse, the law and the word
adored" (p. 3). This statement doesn't quite match the visual image: the cliche or
cut in red outline gives no clue as to the girl's eye or hair color, and the hair is
hidden by the shako-style military helmet in any case. But '"blue-eyed blonde" is
accurate enough since that is what the cheerleader in question would ideally have
been. Again. the figure is at once military (helmet, boots, baton) and ''feminine"
(bare midriff, butterfly short skl:vcs, perft.·ct round breasts)- the wartime ideal of
Young Womanhood. Moreover, her profile facing lefr matches tlur of the little
figure of an Jndian god (a black silhouette out of ;i children's book. identified only
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by his feather and winged fret and about one-eighth the size of the drum majorette) numbered I at bottom center of the t-vo-page spread; the corresponding caption here, in tiny 6-point Caslon, reads "Ideas cake flight, fast and sloppy, winged
with desire to make their swift way in the \vorld, hiding their strike capacity in the
secret moment of impact \vhich rang in our ears as \Ve ran av.:ay contused by that
first big bang'' (p. 3). The rderence is to the schoolbook stereotype of the Indian
as "sv,·ifi,'' "secret[ive]," and "hiding [his] strike capacity," a tale of American origins blended with the more recent Bio·
Bano·
theorv.'
t,
t,
But where is this Indian running? First, in the direction of the big black pillar,
actually a 720-point wooden letter. which is the I of ·•rn the beginning." And then,
as we follow the trail of the red line that borders the bottom of page 2, he heads
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toward the bowling ball and pin, outlined on the far kft of the page, the "moment
of impact" thus also being the one in which the bowling pin is knocked down, a
modern image of the "strike capacity'' attnbuted to the Indian. From the figure of
the ''all-American dream girl" brandishing her baton to the bowling pin larger than
the flying Indian between them: here are the images of "hard publicity" to which
we arc all exposed, images that we naturalize with phrases such as ''genetics produced the fullness thereof" (p. 3). Indeed, when the picture of the drum majorette reappears on page 7, juxtaposed to a photograph of a corpulent man holding
a fishing rod that exactly matches the angle of the girl's baton, caption 9, associated with the latter, reads: ''Persistence of memory, coaxed into view and flashing like a billboard advertisement for the virtues of rebellion against small town
fundamentalism." Is Miss America then a rebel? It all depends, evidently, on point
of view.
Technically, Drucker's intricate photo-and-text-montage,
the juxtaposition of
disparate clements in the interest of ironic play, is not especially new: from Kurt
Schwitters and Raoul Hausmann to John Baldessari, Barbara Kruger, and Alexis
Smith, artists have explored the possibilities created by the collision of found text
and visual image. 1' But Drucker differs from most contemporary collagistcsin coming
to the medium primarily as a poet. History tf 11"/,,,r T'Vor(l)dis densely allusive, metonymic, and paragrammatic. When a common icon like the drum majorette is
introduced into the visual field, we may expect to find its imagery turning up in a
different context in the verbal text: thus the girl's breasts are figured in the phrase
"nursed on the wam1 breast of chaos fast follmving a night of. .. " And this Biblical-Miltonic passage opens the way for the delicious parody of God's injunction to
Adam and Eve that they must labor by the sweat of their brows: "a new cosmology
emerged as the flight from innocence locked them out of the garden" (pp. 3-4).
The text is juxtaposed to a red hammer (a medicine dropper on the facing page is
set at the same position and angle), and illustrated by a storybook picture of men in
what look like sixteenth-century tunics, conversing in an "onental'' ;utisan's shop,
with a carpenter's table and a lathe on the right and a large bay window at the rear.
This picture carries the caption:
3. Six days or seven a brother or two sisters, not pictured here. were the stars of the
nuclear configuration. fractured and split m the familiar pattern and spreading to
the cardmal points of of [sic] the psychic globe, raised in the old testament way.
with natural light, harsh, swift judgement, and stories. many many stories told over
again against the text to disguise and distract our labor (p. 4).

Here the references to the Creation myth in Genesis (the creation of heaven and
earth, sun, moon, and stars, the seven days of the week) arc comically applied to
the ''psychic globe" of the nuclear family configuration, the "t\VO sisters, not pictured here," evidently because they play no part in the brother's business dealings
with other men. In chronicling the life of the traditional nuclear family, "raised in
the old testament way," the caption provides a catalogue of non-parallel items:
"natural light, harsh, swift judgement, and stories." The reference to the light as
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''natural'' is ironic on two counts. First, the picture doesn't look quite authentic,
the face, hair. and posture of the seated figure not matching his dress or antique
chair. And second, "natural" or bright light (of realistic imaging) is by definition
harsh, and so Drucker associates it with the "harsh, swifi: judgement'' of the Genesis stories: Cam and Abel, Abraham and Isaac, Lot's \Vife, and so on. Such stories,
and there are "many many," are said to be told "against the text" because, like the
book illustration ·with which the caption interacts, these stories make woman (e.g.,
·'the t\.vo sisters") into the excluded other. Before these stories can enter History of
th''l,nr iVor(l)d, therefore, ''a WHOLE string of father figures" must be "displaced one
by by [sic] one, in a long list of names crossed out in a major struggle for wrvival"
(pp. 5-6).
The poet's own "struggle for survival" provides the plot for History (f th'/,,,y
iVor(l)d. ''THE LAW came down the mountain" (p. 6), and in between the laying of
the first railroad track and the first drilling for oil, "allegiance became a hard rock
of gospel spread through lions and into the arena offreeplay and phallacy" (pp. 1415). Here and throughout, the relation of black to red print is more or less equivalent to the pull between Tradition and the Individual Talent, as the poet
interrogates her relationship to images of 1950s femininity: caption 27, a girl with a
soft, \vavy pem1anent ("a real trend setter") and sporting a gardenia in her hair (p.
r6); caption 28, a pert female head enclosed in a locket or medallion as though for
a trademark ("the image, not quite a likeness, used on a product line, came back to
haunt her when she went out to shop and found herself buying herself in a shocking recognition"); caption 30, a blonde in an ankle-length shirtwaist dress and highheeled pumps and holding a pair of glasses, captioned "the civilizing influence of
homesteading was not to be discounted" (p. I 7); and on the same page, interrupting the overtly feminine series of numbered illustrations, 29: a moose or elk medallion (figure 3) with the text, "cosmetics confused her terribly and she sometimes
applied far too much to match her frontier mentality.''
A single word, in this case '"frontier," relates text to image. The ladies' magazine
stories triggered by domestic icons like the moose head are played off against the
more public narrative (in 48-point black print) that constitutes History. Beginning
with a bowdlerized account of Genesis ("Suckling the calf until it turned golden
exhausted their piety," p. 7), and recounting, in chronological order, the story of
more recent historical epochs such as the discovery of the New World, the Civil
War, the Indmtrial Revolution, World War I, and the coming of Fascism, Drucker
takes the clichcs of the elementary-school
history lesson and inserts pictograms,
subtexts, and photographs-themselves
literally cliches in the terminology of the
printshopto fashion a feminist deconstruction
of the master plot. As such,
textuality becomes a means of inserting her own sexuality into \Vhat is othenvise
largely a given male script. Consider, for example, \Vhat we might call the Renaissance section (pp. ro--11) (figure 4). The Last Supper image in the upper left is
tricky. In what looks like a photograph of the 1920s or r93os, thirteen people are
costumed and posed as Christ and the Twelve Apostles in Leonardo's Last Supper.
But at least one of the disciples, in John's position to Jesus's right, might be a
woman, others such as the third figure from the reader's right have modern haircuts, Jesus himself looks more like a tired onlooker than the Son of God, and the
whole picture resembles an old Hollywood still. Its equivocal status is further reinforced by caption 15, which evokes a mindless hit song of 1963: "Everybody who
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was invited came. I think. but it was not my party and I cried waiting for the supper
to redeem us from the awkward social situation.''" "It was not my party,"' because
Drucker cannot find her own name on the all-male guest list at the Last Supper.
Indeed, it will take a difh:rent sort of supper to "redeem" women from this "awkward social situation.'' a situation still common in the ''quotidian mvthology of
humanoid actiom"' (p. IO). In this sense, every· dinner parry is :1betrayal: the Easter
lamb ("some lamb[!]") turns out to be :1 wild boar (caption 16, bottom lcfl:); and
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caption r 7 tells us that "somebody had promised a huge contribution but the food
got cold and had to be sent back to be reheated in the kitchen where the cat was
eating its way through the turkey headfirst'" (p. I 1). The pictogram here shows an
eighteenth-century
server or innkeeper 111 buckled shoes and cutav,:ay, carrying in
the steaming bird. Ne:s::t thing you knmv (caption 18. bottom right of p. 11),
Christ's disciples have become modern, ordinary smiling and pipe-smoking ''disciples without principles," who "sat throughout, side by side their heads bobbing
up and dov,;n on the waves of conversation they each felt just like the brother they
never had." No longer exactly apostles, the disciples have now become a pair of
vacuous identical twins, separated only by color coding. As for the "brother they
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never had," perhaps the same brother mentioned in the caption of the '"oriental"
illustration (p. 3), his story seems never to materialize.
Even as the 48-point black text alludes to the "ritual sacrifice" that follov,red the
Last Supper, its red, "female" counterpart is engaged in more private, sexual experience: "Response was vetoed clapping a hand on the dream through the thin clothes
of sleep, squeezing the moment with inept attempts at a climax untranslatable into
the daylight speech of clean vocabulary afi:er the harsh taboo snapped shut the door
to understanding"
(pp. Io- r I). Here too some sort of "ritual sacrifice" seems to be
in order: '"Domestic acts shifted to a violent expression," \VC read a few pages further along, "straining to hear from an upstairs landing the children pressed to the
walls with ears bared" (p. r8).
In juxtaposing the public and the private, the bombastic text and the domestic
illustration, Drucker defines "my wor(l)d"-and
for that matter, any contemporary woman's word/world. There are always two points of view: v,:hile "THE OLD
WORLD
settled into familiar squabbles," the private self experiences "unspeakable
urges"; or again, while the upper lefr corner of page 27 depicts a big turkey gracing
a conventional, parslied platter (figure 5), the lower right corner displays a yearbook-style photograph (figure 6) of a smiling young man in dark business suit,
white shirt and tie. glasses, and crew cut with the caption: "Elected officials came
to depend more and more on luck and table manners" (p. 27). The big text on this
page begins with the words "PARALLEL lives," raising the fair question of who is
more of a turkey-the
bird on the platter or the nice young man, especially since
the 14-point red text in the page's center refers to the "sweet sugar of fiction [that]
sucked the brain into romantic poses / postures gathered from tales in which one
figured onese If."
History (?fth "/,,,r ~Vor(l)dcontains forty pages (forty days in the wilderness perhaps?), culminating in a final white page bearing only the red-letter phrase, "Now
taking my tongue back into my lap," and the colophon at the bottom. By this time
(figure 7), ''women were returned to familiar bondage" (p. 38), and nothing seems
to have changed. But surely it is significant that the frmale bowler now towers over
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the rnak "drug king pin" (p. 39), who is characterized as "out of his league." And
further, the red circle is now filled in, a bright red sphere, \Vhile the black circle has
an empty white center.
Have the red and the black then changed places? And rf so, why is the colophon
cameo of what looks like a pioneer woman (figurt 8) labelled "me"? Is Drucker
telling us that Plus {-acha11fJ'. .. ? Or docs her own fertile invention bring the "pioneer" ancestress into Druckcr's pioneering present? These are perhaps excessively
sokmn or literal questions to ask about a book so genu111ely funny and good-humored as History 4 11"/,11rll'or(/)d. In its questioning of the very linearity of its own
narrative, its demonstration that heterogeneity can produce a new set of meanings,
and its insistence that the public domain must always submit to the findings of private memory, Drucker's "autobiography''
becomes a kind of hypertext, a set of
possible verbal-visual paths that suggest fi_uther possibilities in the writing of
herstory. As the capnon for the line drawing of the old-fashioned icebox on page
3 5 tells us, there are plenty of "frozen assets" in reserve in the "deep freeze of [the]
mind," assets that may yet prove "resistant to tha\v and temptation." In the meantime, the reader is invited to become a player in the verbal-visual page space of
History <!fthc/,11i IVor({)d. The red ball on page 39, for example, leads by color path to
the red bowling ball on the preceding page, but by circular shape to the hamburger
above it and the bottom of the barrel in caption 76. Which way to go first? The
choice is ours.
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